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Abstract

The flow distribution of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell within a manifold

plays an important role on its performance. This study presents a numerical

analysis of the flow distribution behavior within different manifold configurations.

A two-dimensional model with 75 cells was employed to study the flow behavior.

The variation in the stoichiometry and number of cells was also studied. Three

different flow configurations were considered with different numbers of flow inlets

and outlets. The flow characteristics, such as the pressure and velocity variations

in the manifold and cells, were measured to determine the effects of the different

flow configurations. The results indicated that the double inlet/outlet configuration

had the best flow distribution when using 75 cells. Moreover, increasing the

stoichiometry resulted in a better flow distribution to the cells in a stack.
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1. Introduction

Fuel cells that directly convert chemical energy to electrical energy are promising

alternative energy converters for building a future carbon-free environment [1].

Among the multiple types of fuel cells, proton exchange membrane fuel cells

(PEMFCs) have received major attention due to their low operating temperature,

easy scale up, low pollution and high power density [2]. In PEMFCs, hydrogen in

the anode is oxidized into protons and electrons, and oxygen or air in the cathode

is reduced to form water. The proton ions that are oxidized in the anode will flow

thru an external circuit to the cathode and this produces the electrical energy. The

electrochemical reactions that occur in the PEMFC only generate heat and water

as waste, which makes PEMFCs suitable for automotive applications. However,

PEMFCs have not been commercialized because the fuel cell performance is not sta-

ble during the scale-up process [3, 4]. Studies have reported on the success of smaller

scale PEMFC stacks [5], and issues that usually occur during scale up are due to the

reactant distribution, which causes localized hotspots and flooding or drying [6, 7, 8].

Many studies have focused on optimizing the flow field distribution by creating mul-

tiple flow field designs [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. However, the first stage

of the reactant distribution in a fuel cell stack occurs in the manifold area. Manifolds

provide the channels in a fuel cell stack in which the reactants flow from the inlet to

each channel cell and vice versa. Uniformly distributing the reactants from the mani-

fold to the cells could improve the overall stack performance because it was known

that the performance of a fuel cell is determined by the cell that produces the lowest

power. Thus, uniformly distributing the reactants within the manifold could stabilize

the power generated by each cell.

The common flow distributor in a fuel cell stack is a consecutive configuration with a

U or Z structure [19]. Consecutive designs are known for their maldistribution, but

they have a simple design and low pressure drop. Several numerical studies have

been carried out using U-configurations and Z-configurations [20, 21]. These studies

reported that the Z-configuration has a better flow distribution compared to the U-

configuration, but the distribution depends on the operating conditions. Z-configura-

tions have a high pressure drop because the flow accumulates at the outlet manifold,

which helps to direct the flow towards the end of the cell, creating a uniform distri-

bution among the cells. For U-configurations, the flow tends to follow the shortest

path length, so the cells located near the inlet and outlet have more flow compared

to the cells that are located further away [22]. The number of cells allocated in a

PEMFC stack affects the flow distribution. As the number of cells increases, both

configurations exhibit severe maldistributions among the cell [23]. However, it

was reported that a judicially selected stack design could balance the effects of the

pressure drop and maldistribution in U- and Z-configurations to attain an optimal

stack performance [24]. Numerical and experimental studies have been carried out
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to improve both configurations of flow distributions [25, 26, 27]. These studies

mentioned that increasing the manifold width for both configurations could enhance

the flow distribution. The flows within the manifold became uniformly distributed by

using larger cross sections that could reduce the total pressure drop in the stack [28].

Studies was also carried out on different tapered designs of Z-configuration [29, 30].

It was concluded that the tapered manifold would increase the flow uniformity. How-

ever, this design is not feasible for PEMFC stack manifold because of the complex

alignment between each cell of a stack. Uniform flow distributions in the manifold

can also be achieved by employing bifurcation structures in which the flow is distrib-

uted in stages with different cross sections. Liu and Li [31] experimentally studied

the effects of cascade bifurcation and tee-channel flow distributions on a fuel cell

stack. They concluded that the cascaded bifurcation flow distributor caused nearly

uniform performance in each cell, and it also produced a higher voltage and power

output compared to the tee-channel distributor. Still, this structure is not commonly

used for PEMFCs due to turning losses that cause a high pressure drop, and the de-

signs are complex and costly [32]. Increase of flow uniformity in the manifold can

also be achieved by having baffle at the entrance of each cell. Wei et al., Luo et. al.

and Pistorese et. al. [33, 34, 35] numerically investigated the flow uniformity by

introducing baffle in the inlet manifold area and they concluded that addition of

baffle could produce relatively uniform distribution. Even so, addition of baffle

would increase the cost and complexity of the PEMFC stack design. Hence, the pur-

pose of the present work is to enhance the flow uniformity in a PEMFC stack by us-

ing Z-configuration PEMFC stack manifold design with a higher number of cells in a

stack. This paper will study on the effects of using consecutive configurations at mul-

tiple inlets and outlets on the manifold flow distribution. The main objective of this

study is to produce a simple and compact design of manifold distribution for a

PEMFC stack.
2. Design

A manifold configuration with multiple inlets and outlets was studied in this paper.

As shown in Fig. 1, three different configurations were considered; single inlet/

outlet, double inlet/single outlet and double inlet/outlet. The flow entered from the

top manifold and exited from the bottom manifold. Fig. 1a shows the single inlet/

outlet manifold configuration. This is the common configuration for PEMFC stacks,

but researchers have reported that the single inlet/outlet manifold configuration has

an uneven flow distribution when the number of cells increases [36].

In this study, different numbers of inlet and outlets were investigated to evaluate their

flow distributions. Table 1 shows the parameters and properties used for the simula-

tions. The number of cells in a stack influenced the flow distribution because it

would elongate the manifold as the number of cell increased, and it would affect
on.2018.e00845
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Fig. 1. Manifold configurations: (a) single inlet/outlet; (b) double inlet/single outlet; (c) and double inlet/

outlet.

Table 1. Properties and parameters.

Properties and parameters Value

Number of cells 50, 75, 100

Cell distance 3.6 mm

Width (inlet/outlet) 25.4 mm

Manifold width 30 mm

Air stoichiometry 2 and 5

Air viscosity 1.846 � 10�5 kg/m$s

Air density 1.1614 kg/m3
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the overall stack pressure drop. To understand the effects of the number of cells on

the flow distribution, different manifold widths with different numbers of cells were

studied.
3. Model

A two-dimensional steady-state stack model was used while considering turbulent

flow for all simulations. The k- 3model was employed to solve the governing equa-

tions. Gas diffusion layer, water formation and heat transfer analysis were neglected

in this study. The cells in the model were filled with porous media, which created

flow resistance during the simulation, to represent the flow field in a bipolar plate.
on.2018.e00845
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The governing incompressible Navier-Stokes equations shown in Eqs. (1), (2), (3),

and (4) were used:

Continuity:

vui=vxi ¼ 0; ð1Þ

Momentum:

rujvui=vxi ¼�vp=vxi þ v
�
vxj

�
mt

�
vui

�
vxj þ vuj

�
vxi

��
; ð2Þ

Turbulent kinetic energy:

rujvk=vxi ¼ v
�
vxj

��
mþ mt=sk

�
vk
�
vxj

�
þ mt

�
vui

�
vxj þ vuj

�
vxi

�
vui

�
vxj � rε;

ð3Þ

Turbulent dissipation:

rujvε=vxi ¼v
�
vxj

��
mþ mt=s

ε

�
vε
�
vxj

�
þC1mtε=k

�
vui

�
vxj þ vuj

�
vxi

�

vui
�
vxj �C2r ε

2�
k;

ð4Þ

where r is the density, m is the kinematic viscosity, k is the turbulent kinetic energy, ε

is the turbulent dissipation and ui is the i
th component of the velocity field (i ¼ 1, 2).

ANSYS Fluent R15.0 commercial software with the Semi-Implicit Method for Pres-

sure Linked Equation Consistent (SIMPLEC) algorithm was employed to solve the

governing equations, and the convergence criterion was 10�5 for all equations. A

grid independence test (GIT) was carried out using the single inlet/outlet manifold

configuration to ensure the optimal number of elements and computational time

was used. Different element sizes were considered in the GIT, and the results are

shown in Table 2. Decreasing the element size increased the total pressure drop in

the stack. The percentage difference in the pressure drop between the refined and

course element sizes was calculated. We determined the optimum element size for
Table 2. GIT study.

Element
size (mm)

No. of
elements

Total pressure
drop (Pa)

Avg. percentage difference (%)
RefinedLCourse

Refine
3 100%

1 46934 2980 0.34

0.5 187148 2990 0.33

0.25 739456 3000 0.03

0.2 1023052 3001 -
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the simulation when the percentage difference was less than 0.1%. The minimal iter-

ation time and maximum simulation accuracy were achieved using an element size

of 0.25 mm because the average percentage difference in the total pressure drop be-

tween element sizes 0.25 mm and 0.2 mm was 0.03%. In a nutshell, an element size

of 0.25 mm was used for all the models in this study.
4. Results & discussion

4.1. Manifold configuration flow distribution

Three different manifold configurations were studied to determine their effects on the

flow distribution in a PEMFC stack. The pressure distributions contour of the flow in

the three manifold configurations (single inlet/outlet, double inlet/single outlet and

double inlet/outlet) are shown in Fig. 2. The pressure was distributed evenly from

the inlet to the outlet in all three manifold configurations. The highest pressure

was recorded in the inlet manifold, and the pressure gradually decreased from the

inlet manifold to the outlet manifold along the cell area. This result matches with

Chen et al. [26] although the manifold width used in current study was wider to

enhance flow uniformity. From the pressure contour plots, each cell in the manifold

configuration exhibited a similar pressure decreasing trend in each stack.

To further determine the effects of the pressure drop among the three manifold con-

figurations, the pressure variations in center line of the inlet and outlet manifolds

(Fig. 1) were plotted and is shown in Fig. 2. The single inlet/outlet and double

inlet/outlet manifolds exhibited similar total pressure drop values in the stack

(approximately 3000 Pa). However, the pressure drop of the double inlet/outlet

manifold was higher in the center of the stack compared to the single inlet/outlet

configuration. For the outlet manifold pressure variation in Fig. 2c, a comparison be-

tween both manifold configurations in the pressure outlet plots shows that the peak

pressure value (0.04 Pa) in the double inlet/outlet configuration was much lower

compared to the peak value (0.16 Pa) in the single inlet/outlet configuration. For

the double inlet/single outlet configuration, the outlet manifold pressure plot was

similar to that of the single inlet/outlet configuration. Moreover, the manifold with

the double inlet/single outlet configuration had a higher pressure drop (3260 Pa)

compared to the other 2 configurations. Therefore, among the three manifold config-

urations, the double inlet/single outlet had the highest total pressure drop followed

by the double inlet/outlet and, finally, the single inlet/outlet configuration. These re-

sults show that increasing the number of inlets can increase the total pressure drop in

a stack.

Velocity plots of the three manifold configurations are shown in Fig. 3aec. The

highest velocity occurred in the outlet area for all configurations. The lowest velocity

occurred in the dead-end area and center area for the double inlet/outlet
on.2018.e00845
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Fig. 2. Pressure distributions contour and plot of the manifold configurations: (a) single inlet/outlet; (b)

double inlet/single outlet; and (c) double inlet/outlet.
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Fig. 3. Velocity plots of the manifold configurations: (a) single inlet/outlet; (b) double inlet/single outlet;

(c) double inlet/outlet; and (d) flow distribution in stack.
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configuration. In the double inlet/single outlet configuration, the area in the dead-end

outlet had the lowest velocity, which was nearly a stagnant flow area. Hence, an

additional inlet does not enhance the flow entering the channel with a lower pressure

difference. In comparison, Fig. 3c shows that with the double inlet/outlet, the pres-

sure differences from the inlet to outlet for each cell were similar. Thus, this config-

uration promoted a uniform flow distribution among the cells.
on.2018.e00845
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It was difficult to determine the optimum configuration to achieve an even flow dis-

tribution in a stack using the pressure and velocity. Thus, the flow distribution in

each stack was determined, and the distribution results are plotted in Fig. 3d. The

single inlet/outlet configuration shows that the cell mass flow rate decreased further

from the inlet, which matches the results from the study by Mustata et al. [20]. The

double inlet/outlet configuration exhibited the best flow distribution among the cells

compared to the other two configurations. By using double inlets and outlets the mal-

distribution among the cells decreased further from the inlet. As a result, an even

flow distribution was achieved among the cells, and the lowest flow rates in the cells

shifted from the end to the center of the stack. Moreover, the overall average flow

rate distribution in the double inlet/outlet configuration was higher than that of the

single inlet/outlet and double inlet/single outlet configurations.

A comparison between the single inlet/outlet and double inlet/single outlet configu-

rations shows that the single inlet/outlet configuration exhibited a better uniformity

because the flow rates in the first cell from both sides of the inlet in the double inlet/

single outlet configuration exhibited a larger difference compared to the single inlet/

outlet configuration. Even though there were two inlets, the flow distribution was not

uniform due to the single outlet configuration. The flow tended to increase near the

outlet because the area near the outlet had a larger pressure drop compared to the

dead-end area.
4.2. Effects of the mass flow rate

The mass flow rate affects the power generated from a PEMFC stack. A higher mass

flow rate supplied to a PEMFC stack can increase the generated power. Thus, we

conducted a study to determine the effect of using an excessive flow rate in the

PEMFC stack. A stoichiometry value of 5 was used to supply the excess air with

a mass flow rate 0.0255 kg/s. The same model, configuration and operating condi-

tions were used in this study; only the mass flow rate was changed. The pressure var-

iations in the three configurations (single inlet/outlet, double inlet/single outlet and

double inlet/outlet) with the increased mass flow rate are shown in Fig. 4. A similar

trend in the pressure drop was seen for all three configurations with a stoichiometry

value of 2 for the mass flow rate, in which the pressure gradually decreased from the

inlet to the outlet manifold.

Fig. 4 also shows the pressure variations plot in the three different configurations

along the centre line of inlet and outlet manifold (Fig. 1). The highest overall pres-

sure drop among the three configurations occurred in the double inlet/single outlet

configuration, followed by the double inlet/outlet and single inlet/outlet configura-

tions. Table 3 shows the changes in the pressure drop for a stoichiometry of 2 and

5 in the three different manifold configurations. The double inlet/single outlet ex-

hibited the highest overall pressure drop using both stoichiometries. Higher pressure
on.2018.e00845
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Fig. 4. Pressure distribution contour and plot within the manifold configurations: (a) single inlet/outlet;

(b) double inlet/single outlet; and (c) double inlet/outlet.
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drops were observed for all three manifold configurations using a higher stoichiom-

etry value because the manifold resistance increased at a higher stoichiometry value

due to the increased mass flow rate, causing the pressure in the inlet manifold to in-

crease. For both stoichiometries, the single inlet/outlet and double inlet/outlet
on.2018.e00845
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Table 3. Total pressure drops in the stack for stoichiometry values of 2 and 5 for

three different configurations.

Configuration/Stoichiometry 2 5

Single inlet/outlet 3000 Pa 7500 Pa

Double inlet/single outlet 3260 Pa 8160 Pa

Double inlet/outlet 3000 Pa 7500 Pa
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configurations exhibited the same overall pressure drop in the stack. Hence, the dou-

ble inlet/outlet configuration does not affect the overall pressure drop in a stack, and

it also reduces the maldistribution conditions in a stack, as mentioned in the above

study.

Fig. 5aec shows the velocity distribution of the air flow in the stack for the three

different configurations. The velocity gradually decreased in the single inlet/outlet

configuration along the inlet manifold, and the opposite trend occurred in the outlet

manifold, where the velocity gradually increased from the dead-end area to the

outlet area. Different phenomena were observed for the velocity distribution in

the double inlet configuration, in which the center of the inlet manifold exhibited

a lower velocity compared to the single inlet configuration. The changes in the

pressure and velocity distributions in the manifold were dissimilar; the velocity

decreased in the manifold, while the pressure increased for all three manifold con-

figurations. In Fig. 5d, the distributions of the mass flow rates in each cell are

plotted for a stoichiometry of 5. A comparison between Figs. 3d and 5d shows

that similar flow distribution trend was seen for both stoichiometry 2 and 5. Since

the parameters and properties in the model remained constant, the trends of the

flow distributions are similar to those in Fig. 3d, in which the double inlet/outlet

configuration exhibited a better flow uniformity compared to the other two

configurations.
4.3. Effects of the number of cells in a stack

The study above used stoichiometry values of 2 and 5 with 75 cells in a stack to

determine the flow uniformity. To understand the effects of changing the number

of cells in a stack on the flow uniformity, we conducted a study using 50 and 100

cells in a stack. The single inlet/outlet manifold configuration was used to carried

out this study with a stoichiometry of 2 with the flow rate. Then, 50 and 100 cell

stacks were considered. By using a constant flow rate, the study could determine

the effect of using an excess flow rate on the flow distribution for a 50 cell stack

and the effect of using a minimum flow rate in the stack for a 100 cell stack.

Thus, the study was conducted by altering the number of cells with the same

flow rate supply. Other than the number of cells in the stack, the parameters
on.2018.e00845
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Fig. 5. Velocity plots of the manifold configurations: (a) single inlet/outlet; (b) double inlet/single outlet;

(c) double inlet/outlet; and (d) flow distribution in stack with stoichiometry 5.
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and simulation conditions used for this study were the same as those used in the

study above.

Fig. 6 shows the pressure distributions of the stacks with 50 and 100 cells. It was

shown that the 50 cell stacks had a higher pressure drop (5000 Pa) compared to

the 100 cell stacks (2520 Pa), and the 75 cell stack that was considered in the first

part of the paper had a total pressure drop in between that of the 50 and 100 cell

stacks. Thus, as the number of cells in the stack increased, the overall pressure
on.2018.e00845
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Fig. 6. Pressure distribution using different numbers of cells in the stack: (a) 50 cells and (b) 100 cells.
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drop decreased. Fig. 7 shows the velocity distributions of both the 50 and 100 cell

stacks, the dead end-areas of both the inlet and outlet manifolds in the 100 cell stack

had larger areas with a stagnant velocity. To determine the uniformity of the flow

distribution to each cell for the 50, 75 and 100 cell stacks, the mass flow rate in

each cell was measured and is shown in Fig. 8. For the same stoichiometry, the

75 cell stack exhibited better flow uniformity compared to the 50 cell stack. It can
on.2018.e00845
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Fig. 7. Velocity distribution using different numbers of cells in the stack: (a) 50 cells and (b) 100 cells.
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be seen that supplying excess mass flow rate would enhance the uneven flow distri-

bution among the cells as it would increase the pressure drop in the stack as reported

by Chen et al. [26]. As the number of cells further increased to 100 cells, as shown in

Fig. 8c, the distribution of the flow rates into the cells near the dead-end inlet mani-

fold decreased drastically. Therefore, this study indicates that an excess flow rate in a

cell stack with fewer cells promotes maldistribution, and the maldistribution be-

comes more severe using stacks with more cells.
on.2018.e00845
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Fig. 8. Flow rate distribution: (a) 50 cell stack; (b) 75 cell stack; and (c) 100 cell stack.
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5. Conclusion

A flow uniformity study was carried out using a numerical model for three different

manifold configurations: single inlet/outlet, double inlet/single outlet and double

inlet/outlet. The pressure and velocity distributions were studied to determine the ef-

fects of different manifold configurations. The results indicated that the total pressure

drop of the double inlet/outlet configuration was identical to that of the single inlet/

outlet manifold configuration. However, the double inlet/outlet manifold configura-

tion was shown to have a better flow distribution among the cells. Even though the

double inlet/single outlet manifold configuration had a higher overall pressure drop

than the single inlet/outlet and double inlet/outlet manifold configurations, the flow

distribution graphs indicated that the distribution of the flow rates was uneven, and

lower flow rates in the cells were located near the dead-end outlet manifold. A study

was also carried out to determine the effect of increasing the stoichiometry on the

three manifold configurations. Similar flow distribution trends were captured among

the cells for the different manifold configurations. The overall pressure drops

increased when the stoichiometry increased. Still, this study has shown that there

was no significant difference of flow uniformity as the stoichiometry increased

from 2 to 5. Theoretically, increasing the pressure drop in the stack could increase

the performance and water purging in the PEMFC stack, but it would also incur

higher costs for the system. Lastly, a study was also carried out using different

numbers of cells in the stacks, using the same stoichiometry for each stack. The re-

sults showed that using an excessive flow rate in a stack with fewer cells would lead

to maldistribution. Thus, the present study showed that double inlet/outlet has shown

better flow distribution as compared to others configuration. Further analyzing the

flow uniformity of different configuration of inlet/outlet with 3D model will be rec-

ommended for future work.
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